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THE BEST REASONS TO INVEST IN AQUITAINE

AN ENVIRONMENT CONDUCTIVE TO DEVELOPING YOUR BUSINESS

• European Center, hosts two French regions for the

• One of the Top 5 French regions for GDP growth

• 5th ranked French region

• Top French region for the portion of its budget

Implementation of a new academic model

• Programs to provide technical and financial support for

• Sites tailored to your needs with shared resources and services

Aquitaine has

Do you have an investment project?
With our network of experts, we provide free, confidential, comprehensive evaluation with your project:
• Identify economic partners
• Identifies needs, and supports sales
• Helps select suitable procedures and formalities, increases grant

Invest-in-assistant® regional network

DIRECTORS (2)
• Pascal S. de Tézenas, President: invest-in-aquitaine.com
• Pierre F. d’Alessandria, Executive Director: invest-in-aquitaine.com

GERENTES (2)
• Frédéric Ful, President: direcciongeneral@investin-aquitaine.com
• Simon P. de Tézenas, Executive Director: direcciongeneral@investin-aquitaine.com

LATITUD (2)
• Frederic G. de Tézenas, President: latitud@invest-in-aquitaine.com
• Simon P. de Tézenas, Executive Director: latitud@invest-in-aquitaine.com

PRESIDENTES-VICEPRESIDENTES (24)
• Corporate leadership service of CEO Express Pays Basque / www.corporateexpress.com
• General Director of France Invest — Conseil France Invest

Contact
Agencia Catalana de Innovación y Desarrollo
Conselleria de Poblenou-
Fallers, Barcelona, Spain
Phone: +34 93 200 98 00
Fax: +34 93 200 98 99
Email: info@agencia.com

The Aquitaine Agency for Industrial Development (2ADI) is the official government agency responsible for promoting and attracting international investment.
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AERONAUTICS, SPACE, DEFENSE

The cluster is organized around two clusters: the Aeronautics and Space Cluster and the Defense Cluster.

- Aerospace Valley World Competitiveness Cluster in Aérospatiale, Toulouse
- Solide / Turbomeca / Messier-Dowty (Safran Group), SNPE Matériaux Energetiques
- EADS Composites Aquitaine, Exameca, Lauak, Potez, Fedd, SERTA...
- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups

- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

- New and renewable energy business

- Aquitaine leads all French regions in the creation of "green" jobs (Observatoire de l'Investissement Trendeo)
- Total: 97,450 employees
- Total: 1.8 billion euros

AGRICULTURE

In addition to the numerous governmental and inter-municipal agricultural research and extension centers in the region, Aquitaine is the home of the INRA. The cluster is an important traditional sector in Aquitaine, with the region ranked as one of the leading European producer region of corn seed, soybean, wine, and wine production.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

CHEMICALS, MATERIALS

The sector represents a comprehensive chain of highly diverse activities, ranging from research in active ingredients to production, formulation, and formulation of specialty and commodity chemical products.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

OPTICS, LASERS

The 21st-century technologies of optics and lasers in Aquitaine focus typified in the activities of large international groups, specialized SMEs, and universities.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

HEALTH, BIOTECHNOLOGIES

The Aquitaine Life Sciences sector is characterized by a strong scientific and medical background, including research institutions and universities that are involved in life sciences.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

ICT, DIGITAL, CHARGING

The region benefits from a strong presence of companies involved in the digital sector, including a number of startups and established companies.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

BOARDING SPORTS WATER SPORTS

The region is home to a number of activities related to boarding sports and water sports, including surfing, windsurfing, and stand-up paddleboarding.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources

BTP, CONSTRUCTION

The region benefits from a strong construction sector, with a number of companies involved in construction, including a number of startups and established companies.

- Innovative, fast-growing SMEs, market-leading corporations, and technology start-ups
- Products using fibers and wood-derived ligno-cellulose compounds (green chemistry)
- New and renewable energy resources